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97. Principles and possibilities of (auto)-biofeedback 

Many body functions are outside of voluntary control. Some of them cannot be intentionally influenced because the subject does not have any information about changes of the particular parameter. For example we cannot interfere into regulation of our blood pressure since we do not know its actual changes and we cannot recognize what are the influences that play a role in it.
When we provide the missing information about the development of some parameter (e.g. blood pressure), the subject can learn to influence this parameter after some experience of towhich conditions lead to its increase or decrease. Thus some hypertonic people (those with psychogenic/stress background to their hypertension) can learn to eliminate/depress such states of mind which evidently are increasing their blood pressure.
The way of information providing can be very simple - the information from an artificial (technical) sensor is analyzed (with the use of micro-processor) and in the event that some specified level is exceeded it can be indicated to the subject - e.g. by switching on of a light. Even more detailed information can be mediated e.g. by increasing and decreasing the frequency of a tone indicating that the regulated parameter is either coming closer to or receding from the ideal level.
There is quite a large spectrum of parameters which we can try to influence with the use of auto-biofeedback. One of the most frequently recommended is EEG-biofeedback.
EEG biofeedback (neuro-feedback) was originally oriented only to the possibility of improving laxation ability via increase of EEG alpha activity (instead of autogenic training such as yoga that not all people are able/willing to practice). Alpha activity represents mainly the ”resting” EEG frequency and thus its increase is recognized as a sign of relaxation. In chronically stressed people who find themselves unable to relax effectively, EEG analysis can provide information about changes in the actual amount of their alpha activity. When a subject tries to recognize which states of mind lead to increase of alpha activity, after some training it can help them to achieve a much higher alpha activity and probably also a better relaxation state. So far it has been proved in reliable studies that this kind of EEG bio-feedback can be officially recommended to patients with some psychosomatic disorders related to chronic stress, some cases of epilepsy or brain hyperactivity.
However, in recent times another kind of EEG-biofeedback has also been practised, based on some computer games (e.g. a simulated task to keep a car on a road) that could influence various EEG parameters (such as sensory-motor rhythm or theta frequency). It is claimed that the achieved ability to drive the car in the middle of the road (after some training) represents complex change of brain EEG parameters and functioning that should be helpful in a large spectrum of psychological, neurological and social problems (fatigue, loss of concentration, insomnia, depressions, alcoholism, smoking, drug abuse, migraine, anorexia, bulimia, chronic fatigue syndrome, immunodeficiency, hyperactivity in children, specific learning disorders - dyslexia etc.). Nevertheless, it has so far not been proved that it could help in these diagnoses, and it seems that false information is being distributed (virtual researchers are cited) about these applications!!!. Since particularly in the case of children parents do not hesitate to pay money for each session, it seems to be a lucrative business. Some of the reported improvements with the use of this kind of EEG-biofeedback in children can be attributed to the fact that some attention is regularly paid to these children, which can have more or less the same positive effect as any game that could be played with them.
Thus, despite the promising perspectives of auto-bio-feedback applications, their non-verified variants should be subject to a fair degree of scepticism, as they probably represent only commercial activities.


